
REBUTTAL WORKSHEET

Name
Relationship

R1 Income (from line 1a)
Additions to and subtractions from income (from 1b)

R1a Add spousal support owed to the parent
R1b Subtract spousal support the parent owes
R1c Subtract mandatory union dues
R1d Subtract cost of the parent's own health care coverage, if 

required to enroll this child. Do not count if counting makes health 
care coverage not reasonable in cost (line 7d).

R1e Income after additions and deductions
R2 Additional child deduction (from 1d)
Rinc REBUTTAL APPLIED TO INCOME combined
R3 Adjusted income

From each parent's income after additions and subtractions 
(line R1e), subtract the parent's additional child deduction (line 
R2).  Add (or subtract, if negative) the amount of the rebuttal 
applied to the parent's income (line Rinc).  Sum the parents' 
adjusted incomes in the "combined" column.

R4 Each parent's percentage share of combined income (each 
parent's share from line R3 divided by the combined total)

combined
R5 
R6
R7 Basic support

Reference the scale using combined adjusted income (line R3) 
and number of children (line R5). If there will be a parenting 
time credit (line R6), multiply the scale amount by 1.5. Enter this 
combined basic support obligation in the "combined" column. 
Multiply by the parent's income shares (line R4) to determine 
each parent's share of support.

ctr/agency
R8 Percentage shares of parenting time (from line 3a)
R9 Parenting time credit

Multiply each parent's share of parenting time (line R8) by the 
combined basic support obligation (line R7).  Line 2b must be 
"yes" in order to enter a credit here.

combined
R10 Net child care costs after deducting tax credits

(from line 4g)
R11 Share of net child care costs

Multiply each parent's income share (line R4) by the combined 
net child care costs (R10).  

R12 Child care costs owed
From each parent's share of net child care costs (line R11), 
subtract the parent's own net child care cost (R10). The result 
may be less than zero.

Parents

Will there be a parenting time credit? (from line 2b)
Number of children in this calculation (from line 2a)

INCOME

BASIC SUPPORT 

CHILD CARE COSTS

PARENTING TIME CREDIT
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caretaker
R13 Costs paid by the parent(s) or by a caretaker
R14
R15 Each parent's share of the cost

Multiply the combined costs (line R14) by each parent's 
percentage share of income (line R4).

Rcost Adjustment to support obligation
From each parent's share of the cost (line R15), subtract the 
amount the parent pays (line R13).  The result may be less than 
zero. 

R16 Credit for Social Security or veterans' benefits (line 5a)

R17 Income available for support  
Subtract the $1,053 self support reserve from each parent's 
adjusted income (line R3).  If less than zero, enter zero. 

R18 Basic support, costs and credits
From the parent's basic support obligation (line R7), subtract 
parenting time credit (line R9) and credit for Social Security or 
veterans benefits (line R16).  Add child care costs owed (line 
R12) and adjustment to support obligation for rebutted costs 
(line Rcost).  If the total is less than zero, enter zero.

R19 Preliminary cash child support
Enter the lower of the amounts in lines R17 and R18.  

R20 Income available for medical support
If the parent's income (line 1a, main worksheet) is $1,456 or 
less, enter zero.  Otherwise, subtract preliminary cash support 
obligation (line R19) from the income available for support (line 
R17).

R21 Reasonable in cost 
The maximum amount a parent may be ordered to pay for 
private health care coverage or for cash medical support is the 
lower of: 
1) 4% of a parent's adjusted income (line R3), or a greater 
amount, if supported by specified compelling factors, or
2) the income available for medical support (line R20).
Round the result to the nearest dollar. 

R22 Health insurance premium cost for the children only (line 7c)
R23 Is the private health care coverage reasonable in cost?

If the premium (line R22) is equal to or less than the reasonable 
in cost amount (line R21) and the parent's income (line 1a) is 
greater than $1,456, enter "yes". Otherwise enter "no".

R24 Cash medical support 
If the parent does not have appropriate private health care 
coverage available, enter the amount of the reasonable in cost 
cap (line R21).  

CREDIT FOR SOCIAL SECURITY OR VETERANS BENEFITS

SELF-SUPPORT RESERVE

MEDICAL SUPPORT

Total costs (add all three columns from line R13)

REBUTTAL FOR COSTS
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R25 Cash child support 
Enter the preliminary cash child support obligation (line R19) 
and round to the nearest dollar. 
But, if the total of preliminary cash child support (line R18) and 
the reasonable in cost amount (line R21) is less than $100, and 
the parent does not have an exception to the minimum order 
presumption, subtract the reasonable in cost amount (line R21) 
from $100 and enter the result here.  Round the result to the 
closest dollar. 

R26 Cash child support amount after applying rebuttal factors 
to income and costs (from line R25)

R27 Unrebutted cash child support (from line 8a)
Rcash Rebuttal to apply to final cash child support amount (+/-)
Rccs Total rebuttal to cash child support

From cash child support after applying rebuttals to income and 
costs (R26), subtract unrebutted cash child support (line R27).  
Add separate rebuttal to final cash child support (line Rcash). 
Transfer the result to the main worksheet (line 9a). 

R28 Cash medical support amount after applying rebuttal 
factors to income and costs (from line R24)

R29 Unrebutted cash medical support (from line 7e)
Rmed Rebuttal to apply to final cash medical support amount (+/-)
Rcms Total rebuttal to cash medical support

From cash medical support after applying rebuttals to income 
and costs (R28), subtract unrebutted cash child support (line 
R29).  Add separate rebuttal to final cash child support (line 
Rmed). Transfer the result to the main worksheet (line 9c). 

REBUTTAL CALCULATION

CASH CHILD SUPPORT AFTER MINIMUM ORDER
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